Proper Winter Care Tips For Your Fountains and Statuary

Do not let water freeze in or against concrete products!
Place any concrete piece on a hard surface such as a footing, stepping stone or patio.
Do not let rock salt or de-icer come into contact with any concrete products.

Fountains and Birdbaths
- If possible, store fountains and statuary away from exposure to winter weather. For large fountains that must be left outside, follow these steps for proper winterization:
  1) Drain fountain thoroughly.
  2) You may remove the pump and store in a dry place if accessible.
  3) Place burlap, old blankets or similar absorbent material in bowls to soak any potential moisture or condensation.
  4) Cover the entire fountain with a Henri Studio fountain cover. DO NOT use antifreeze in fountains!
  5) Check the fountain periodically during the winter and make sure no moisture has accumulated in the bowls. If condensation has accumulated, dry the bowl and put in dry towels.
- Do not allow fountains or statuary to remain in freezing and thawing water.
- For small fountains or birdbaths, the bowl or birdbath top can be turned upside down to prevent water collecting and freezing.
- Small fountains that do not splash can be used indoors over winter for a wonderful humidifier.

Planters
- Planters can remain outside provided the drainage area is not plugged.
- In any kind of pot, planter or urn, make sure there is at least 2-4" of gravel in the bottom to prevent potting soil from clogging drainage holes.

Statues
- Statues with designs that may retain or collect water should be covered or stored indoors.

1-year limited product warranty does not cover freezing damage.
Basic setup instructions for fountains

1. Prepare area with pad, stepping stone, or gravel.
2. Set base
3. Place shell or basin on pedestal.
4. Place pump in bowl and run power cord either out the back of the shell or thru the center hole and seal with the provided cork.
5. Run power cord out from under base.
6. Attach tubing to pump and slide restrictor clamp onto tubing above pump if provided.
7. Thread remaining pieces onto fountain and attach finial or pineapple to tubing.
8. Fill all bowls with water and plug pump into a normal 110v outlet.
9. Pump must be submersed at all times for cooling. **Do not let fountain run dry.**
10. Add algaecide according to instructions on packaging.